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Abstract: Application requirements for avionics are often very strict. For example, the
heat sinks of avionics need very good temperature uniformity, but the flow rate of
coolant is very restricted. In addition, the use of micro-channels is not recommended due
to the potential clogging issue. Considering these design requirements, we will discuss a
multiple-objective optimal design method to obtain a good stacked mini-channel
structure for avionics applications. In our thermal design, the design variables are the
mini-channel geometry parameters. Temperature uniformity, entropy generation, max
temperature of heat sink and pump work are chosen as the objective functions. A Multi
Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) and Fluent solver are used together to minimize
multiple objective functions subject to constraints, and locate the Pareto front. By
analyzing the multiple objective optimal results, we can draw the conclusion that the
objective functions of Tmax and sg have same effect on the optimization, and the multiple
optimal results are a set and not a single value. If mostly focusing on the temperature
uniformity, we can recommend some optimal structures to design a stacked mini-channel
heat sink.
Keywords: mini-channel heat sink; entropy generation minimization; optimization;
Pareto-optimal solutions
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1. Introduction
The effective removal of the generated heat is very important for electronic devices, especially
for avionics, to ensure a safe operating temperature of these devices. Liquid cooled micro- and
mini-channel heat sinks have received much attention because of their ability to dissipate heat
fluxes [1–3]. Single layer micro-channel heat sinks have been the most extensively studied form, but
stacked multi-layer micro- or mini-channel heat sinks may have significant advantages because they
can offer a high thermal performance with tolerable pressure drop and low flow rates. Some studies
on multi layer micro- and mini-channel heat sinks have been conducted [4–12]. They showed that
the overall thermal resistance for a two layered micro-channel stack was 30 percent less than for the
single layered micro-channel due to doubling of the heat transfer area, even though the dimensions
of micro-channel were not optimized.
Some researchers have considered the optimization of micro- or mini-channels as a multi-objective
optimization rather than a single-objective optimization. The pressure drop, the Nusselt number of
the flow and performances of heat transfer in micro- and mini-channels are mostly chosen as
objective functions. These objective functions are either obtained from experiments or computed
using very timely and high-cost computer fluid dynamic (CFD) approaches [8,13–15].
Multi-objective optimization techniques in combination with genetic algorithms have also been
proven to be suitable solution methods for problems where multiple criteria must be satisfied, as they
result in concurrent optimization of all the objectives [16,17]. The vector evaluated genetic
algorithm, Fonseca and Fleming’s genetic algorithm (MOGA), the non-dominated sorting genetic
algorithm (NSGA) were all used.
The objective of this paper was to search for an optimal thermal design structure for a stacked
mini-channel heat sink in order to obtain a good temperature uniformity cooled by low flow rate
coolant. A Multi Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) and Fluent solver are used together to
minimize multiple objective functions subject to constraints, and locate the Pareto front.
2. Thermal Design Object
2.1. Structure and Constrained Conditions
Our thermal design for heat sink of avionics has the following features: high temperature
uniformity, small quantity of coolant and high operational reliability, so a mini-channel heat sink
structure is adopted to cool the avionics.
Figure 1 shows a typical avionics heat source structure. It is a rectangular shape, with a uniform
heat flux, q1 =105 W·m−2 over it. The width and length of the cold plane are limited by Le and We;
here Le is length and We is width. In our thermal design, Le = 0.15 m, We = 0.1 m.
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Figure 1. Typical avionics heat source and its cold plate.
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In this thermal design, some conditions are strictly constrained:
(1) Water coolant requirement:
Flow rate is 0.08318 kg·s−1, inlet temperature is 313 K and outlet temperature is less than 333 K.
(2) Heat source surface temperature uniformity requirement:
Temperature difference between the max and min temperatures of the cooled heat source
surface is less than 3 K.
(3) Mini-channel geometry requirement:
The width and height of mini-channel should satisfy w ≥ 0.5 mm and 2 mm ≤ h ≤ 10 mm,
respectively. The number of mini-channels in every layer satisfies 20 ≤ n ≤ 80. The geometry
of mini-channel is relatively large comparing to micro-channel.
Considering the above design requirements, a stacked mini-channel heat sink structure was finally
adopted, as shown in Figure 2. The width and height of the designed mini-channel cold plane are
constrained to We and Le. The coolant is arranged to counter flow into a two-layer mini-channel
structure in order to satisfy the temperature uniformity requirement. The geometry parameters for the
first and second layers are h1 × w1, and h2 × w2, respectively.
Figure 2. Geometry parameters of a stacked mini-channel heat sink with a counter
flow arrangement.
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2.2. Flow and Heat Transfer Model
Because the geometry of mini-channels is on the order of millimeters, a computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) code can be used to solve the governing equations and numerically simulate the
flow through mini-channels [13,18]. In numerical analysis, a single mini-channel domain with full
flow length is used due to the computational load and time consumption, as shown in Figure 3. We let
h3 = 1 mm, h4 = 1 mm, h5 = 1 mm, and a2 = 0.5 mm. The value of a1 is decided by n.
In addition, we let w2 = w1 and h2 = h1, so h1, w1, and n are the final optimized variables in our
thermal design. When a set of (h1, w1, n) is given, we can use Fluent solver to obtain the numerical
computation results.
Figure 3. Computation domain of mini-channel.
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In this thermal design, the coolant flow is assumed to be laminar, steady and incompressible. The
radiation of cold plate is neglected. The fluid thermo-physical properties vary with temperature.
Based on the above assumptions, the following governing equations for mass, momentum and
energy balances are applied in the mini-channel fluid and solid regions:
Continuity:


   f u  0

(1)

Momentum:




u  (  f u)  p    (  f u )

(2)


u  (  f C p , f T f )  (k f T f ) (for the fluid)

(3)

  (ks Ts )  0 (for the solid)

(4)

Energy:


where u is fluid velocity vector, m·s−1; p is fluid pressure, Pa; Tf and Ts are fluid and solid
temperature, respectively; μf, ρf, kf, Cp,f are the viscosity, density, thermal conductivity, specific heat
of the fluid, respectively; ks is the thermal conductivity of the solid.
2.3. Boundary Conditions
A uniform heat flux, q1, is applied at y = Ly in Figure 3. The boundary at y = 0 was assumed to be
adiabatic. Due to the symmetry conditions at planes x = 0 and x = Lx, these planes are taken to be
adiabatic conditions.
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In the fluid region, the coolant is assumed to enter the two-layer mini-channels at uniform
temperatures, Tf1 and Tf2, respectively. A uniform liquid mass flow rate is assumed at the channels’
inlet. A constant fluid pressure, 300 Pa, and a zero temperature gradient are assumed at channels’
exit. Continuity conditions of the temperature and the heat flux, as well as zero velocities are
satisfied at all solid-fluid interfaces. A no-slip condition was applied at the interior walls of the
micro-channels. So the boundary conditions are:
(1) Solid wall:
Ts
y
T
ks s
y

ks

Ts
x

ks

y  Ly

y 0

 q1
0

x  0 and x  Lx

0

(2) Lower channel:
u z  m 2 / (  f  n  h1  w1 ), u x  u y  0, T f  T f 2 , at z  Lz
T f
u
 u x  u y  0,
 0, at z  0
z
z
u z  u x  u y  0, at x 

a1
a
, x  Lx  1 , y  h5 and y  h5  h2
2
2

(3) Upper channel:
u z  m 1 / (  f  n  h2  w2 ), u x  u y  0, T f  T f 1 , at z  0
T f
u
 0, at z  Lz
 u x  u y  0,
z
z
u z  u x  u y  0, at x 

a1
a
, x  Lx  1 , y  h5  h2  h4 and y  Ly  h3
2
2

(4) Solid and fluid interface:
u x  u y  u z  0,  k f

T f
y

 ks

T f
Ts
T
,  kf
 ks s
y
x
x

3. Thermal Optimization Design of Stacked Mini-Channel Heat Sink
3.1. Objective Functions and Constraints
A system can be optimized through a multi-objective optimization with constraints. In our
thermal optimal design, the objective functions are determined as follows:
(1) Temperature uniformity: min(Ts )  min(Ts ,max  Ts ,min )
(2) Entropy production sg: min(sg)
(3) Max temperature of heat source: min(Ts ,max )
(4) Pumping power wpump: min(wpump)

y  Ly

y  Ly
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Considering the objective functions, we can obtain the vector:
 




f ( x )   f1 ( x ), f 2 ( x ), f3 ( x ), f 4 ( x ) 

(5)

where the competing objective functions f 1( x ), f 2( x ), f 3( x ) and f 4( x ) represent ∆Ts, sg, Ts,max and

wpump, respectively. x denotes the design variables, and represents the mini-channel geometry:

x   x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 

(6)

where x1, x2, x3, x4, x5 represent w1, h1, w2, h2, n, respectively. The geometry parameters of upper
mini-channels should satisfy w1 ≥ 0.5 mm and 2 mm ≤ h1 ≤ 10 mm. For the lower mini-channel,
w2 = w1 and h2 = h1. The number of upper and lower mini-channels is same and equal to n, and n
satisfies 20 ≤ n ≤ 80.
 
The goal of optimization is to minimize the objective vector f ( x ) [19,20]. So the discussed
multi-objective optimization question can be written as:
 




min
f
( x )   sg ( x ), Ts ,max ( x ), Ts ( x ), w pump ( x ) 

x
 
 
subject to g(x )  0
and
h (x)  0

(7)

 
 
where g ( x ) and h( x ) are the vector functions that contain inequality and equality constraints

functions, respectively.
In our study, the constraint functions are following:

• g1 ( x ) is coolant outlet temperature: Tf,out ≤ 333 K;

• h1 ( x ) is coolant mass flux: mc = 0.08318 kg·s−1;

• h2 ( x ) is coolant inlet temperature: T f 1  T f 2 = 313 K.
3.1.1. Entropy Generation of Stacked Mini-Channel Heat Sink
In this optimal thermal design, the entropy generation minimization is used as an objective
function, so an entropy generation formula will be deduced for the stacked mini-channel heat sink.
The irreversibility of this system includes heat transfer across the finite temperature difference and
friction in two stacked mini-channels. The rate of entropy generation within a mini-channel structure
is given as [21–23]:
sg  sg ,h  sg , f

(8)

where sg is the rate of entropy generation, J·(kg·K)−1; sg,h and sg,f are the entropy generation rates due
to heat transfer and fluid friction. A control volume, as shown in Figure 4, is selected for developing
the entropy generation model for the stacked mini-channel heat sink.
The average wall temperatures of the upper and lower channels are assumed to be Tb1 and Tb1,
respectively. Tf1 and Tf2 are inlet and outlet coolant temperature, respectively. The heat flux over the
top of upper channel is q1. The average heat flux from the upper channel to the lower channel is
assumed to be q2. The bottom of lower channel is regarded as impermeable and adiabatic.
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Figure 4. Parameters of inlet and outlet of the stacked mini-channels.
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Let m 1  m 2 , and the mass rate balance for the steady state is:
m 1  m 2  m c

(9)

where subscript “1” and “2” represent upper and lower mini-channel, respectively; m is coolant
flow rate in the mini-channels, kg·s−1.
Energy satisfies:
q1  qb1  q f 1  q2 ; q2  qb 2  q f 2

(10)

where qf is the heat flow from the fin to fluid, W·m−2; qb is the heat flow from the base to fluid, W·m−2.
For steady state, the entropy generation rate balance reduces to:
sg ,1  m 1 ( sout ,1  sin ,1 ) 

qb1 q f 1 q2


Tb1 Tb1 Tb 2

sg ,2  m 2 ( sout ,2  sin ,2 ) 

(11)

q2
Tb 2

(12)

where subscript “in” and “out” represent inlet and outlet, respectively; Tb is the average temperature
of heat source in the mini-channel, K.
Let sin,1 = sin,2, and the total entropy generation can be reduced from Equations (10)–(12):
sg  sg ,1  sg ,2  m 1 ( sout ,1  sin ,1 )  m 2 ( sout ,2  sin ,1 ) 

q1  q2
Tb1

(13)

Integrating Gibb’s equation from the inlet to the outlet and using the first law of thermodynamics
for a steady-state condition [23], we can obtain Equations (14) and (15) for the upper mini-channel:
sout ,1  sin ,1 

hout ,1  hin ,1  p1 /  f
Tf 1

hout ,1  hin ,1 

So:
sout ,1  sin ,1 

q1  q2
m 1

q1  q2
p1

m1  T f 1  f  T f 1

where h is enthalpy, J·kg−1; ∆p is the pressure difference from inlet and outlet, Pa.

(14)
(15)

(16)
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Similarly, for the lower mini-channel:
sout ,2  sin ,1 

q2
p2

m2  T f 2   T f 2

(17)

From Equations (13), (14) and (15), and assume Tf1 = Tf2 = Tf and ∆p1 ≈ ∆p2 = ∆p, we can reduce:
  1
1  q2  p  m c
sg   q1  
   

  T f Tb1  Tb1   f  T f

(18)

3.1.2. Pumping Power
The power consumption is evaluated simply by Equation (17):
w pump  G  p

(1)

where G is volumetric flow rate, m3·s−1; ∆p is the total pressure drop, pa; wpump is pump power, W.
3.2. Optimal Procedure
Unlike single objective optimization, the solution of multi-objective optimization is not a single
value, but rather a set of points known as the Pareto-optimal set. Each element in the Pareto-optimal
set constitutes a non-inferior solution to the multi-objective optimization, and they are distributed
along the Pareto-optimal front [24,25].
Figure 5. Optimization procedure by using MOGA.
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 f (x)  
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In order to locate the Pareto front, a Multi Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) in
modeFRONTIER V4.3 produced by ESTECO is used [26]. This algorithm repeatedly modifies a

population of design variable vectors xi according to the design requirement. At each optimal step,
individuals of the current population are selected to produce off-springs for the next generation. The
selection procedure is based on the objective function values and constraints functions. The MOGA
to obtain the global Pareto-Optimal Front (POF) is shown in Figure 5.
In Figure 5, the crossover, selection and mutation are very important processes for the MOGA [19].
The directional crossover is a special operator which assumes that a direction of improvement can be
detected comparing the fitness values of the individuals. The direction of evolutionary improvement
is evaluated by comparing the fitness of the individual i with the fitness of two other individuals
belonging to the same generation and selected with two different random walks. The new individual
is then created moving in a randomly weighted direction that lies within the ones characterized by
the given individual and the other two. The DNA string mutation ratio gives the percentage of the
individual DNA that has to be changed by the mutation operator [26].
3.3. Numerical Solution and Calculation Grid
The continuity, momentum, and energy equations can be solved by a CFD software, Fluent [27].
Finite Volume Method (FVM) was used to convert the governing equations. The standard scheme for
pressure discretization and SIMPLE algorithm for pressure velocity coupling were used. The type of
difference for momentum and energy was second order upwind.
We used a simulation case to check the reliability of the numerical method. This simulation case
is a smooth stacked rectangular channel with a single-phase flow. There is a constant heat flow,
8922.96 W·m−2, over the first channel. The width, height and length of channel are w = 0.9 mm,
h = 1.8 mm and l = 100 mm, respectively. Since the ratio of the channel length to the hydraulic
diameter, l/de, was greater than 70, the entrance effect of laminar flow can be ignored and the flow
can be assumed as a fully developed laminar flow. By using the above numerical method, we
obtained the average Nusselt number and Nu = 3.83, which was very near the one by Shah and
London, 4.12 [28]. Due to the second layer channel can have a cooling effect for the first layer, this
leads to the numerical value less than the theoretical one.
A completely orthogonal hexahedral mesh was utilized in our numerical calculation. We hope to
obtain the max mesh sizes in the fluid and solid region, respectively, so that we can reduce our
computation load. In order to obtain the grid independent solution, we tested some calculation cases
by using some different grid densities in the fluid and solid regions. The solid material of
mini-channel is copper.
The fluid regions in the tested four cases were 5 mm × 2 mm, 0.5 mm × 20 mm, 1 mm × 2 mm,
1 mm × 20 mm. In every case, the max grid step for solid region was set as 0.2 mm, 0.3 mm, 0.4 mm,
0.5 mm and 0.6 mm, respectively. The max grid step for fluid region was set as 0.03 mm, 0.05 mm,
0.1 mm and 0.2 mm respectively. Table 1 only shows the calculation results for n = 20 and the
5 mm × 2 mm fluid region.
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Table 1. Grid independent study.

No.

∆ls

∆lf

[×10−3 m]

[×10−3 m]

1
2
3

0.3

4

N

Ts

Ts ,max

Tf ,exit

[−]

[−]

[−]

0.2

133560

0.5191

1.0001

0.9938

0.1

179928

0.8161

0.9970

0.9978

0.05

271320

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

0.03

451584

1.0070

1.0002

1.0007

5

0.6

78540

0.9794

1.0002

1.0001

6

0.5

104535

0.9784

0.9999

1.0000

7

0.4

149184

0.9788

0.9968

0.9989

8

0.3

271320

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

9

0.2

620472

1.0015

0.9999

1.0000

0.05

In Table 1, N is the total number of grids for solid and fluid region. ∆ls and ∆lf are the max grid
steps for solid and fluid regions, respectively. Ts , Ts ,max and Tf ,exit are dimensionless numbers, and
are defined as follows:
Ts  Ts

ls , l f

/ Ts

ls0.3 , l f 0.05

Ts ,max  Ts ,max

ls , l f

/ Ts ,max

Ts ,exit  Ts ,exit

ls , l f

/ Ts ,exit

ls0.3 , l f 0.05

ls0.3 , l f 0.05

From Table 1 we can know that when the number of the grids is over 271,320, the mesh
independence solution can be obtained. At this time, the grid sizes for the fluid region and solid
region are 0.05 mm and 0.3 mm, respectively.
We also analyze the other cases in the same way, and get the following conclusion: for the
studied calculation conditions, w1 ≥ 0.5 mm and 2 mm ≤ h1 ≤ 10 mm and 20 ≤ n ≤ 80, the grid
independent solution can be obtained when the grid sizes for the fluid region and solid region are
0.05 mm and 0.3 mm, respectively.
In our study, coupling the genetic algorithm to a full 3D numerical model will result to a time
consuming procedure. For our study as shown in Figure 3, when the parameters of MOGA listed in
Table 1 are adopted, the total CPU time required for the whole optimal algorithm is 24.17 h. The
computer configuration for optimization is as follows:
• CPU: Intel core 2Quad CPU, Q8400, 2.66 GHz;
• Memory is 3.2 G.
4. Optimization Results

4.1. Optimization Conditions
Based on the optimization method described in the above section, the Pareto-optimal solutions can
be obtained for global optimization by using MOGA and Fluent solver together. The termination
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condition for the optimal algorithm is if the Pareto front remains unchanged after a certain number of
generations. By this way, we determine the number of generation is 20 in our study. The parameters of
MOGA are listed in Table 2. The number of generations and population of individuals need to be set.
In addition, probability of selection gives the probability that design configurations are not changed
during the evolution. In order to maintain a good diversity between points, this parameter should be
kept small [26]. If the value is 1, no calculation will be performed after the initial population. It should
not be increased to values higher than 0.2. In order to reduce the amount of old samples and increase
new samples in next generation, probability of selection was finally set as 0.01 in our study.
Table 2. Parameters of the MOGA.
Number of Generations
Probability of Directional Cross-over
Probability of Selection
Probability of Mutation
DNA String mutation ratio
Random generator seed
Population of Individuals

20
0.5
0.01
0.1
0.05
1
50

4.2. Pareto Optimal Solutions
The multi-objective optimization procedure yields a set of optimal solution in which an
improvement in one objective requires a degradation of another. In the following optimal analysis, we
only discuss m 1  m 2 , and the area ratio between the upper and lower mini-channels is also equal, that
is w1 = w2, h1 = h2. Figure 6 shows the optimal analysis with objective functions of Ts,max and sg.
Figure 6. Optimal results with objective functions of Ts,max and sg.

Ts,max [K]

321.7
321.2
320.7
320.2
319.7
2.443

2.448
2.453
sg [J·kg-1·K-1]

2.458

From Figure 6, we can observe that the relationship of objective functions, Ts,max and sg, is linear,
therefore, they have a same effect on the optimal process. In the following discuss, the multiple
objective optimal functions will be ∆Ts, sg, and wpump.
Three objective (∆Ts, sg, wpump) optimal results by using MOGA, are shown in Figure 7. In Figure 7,
every solid square represents a geometry design state. The solid squares marked number and green
box are finally chosen optimal solutions. In order to show the Pareto front clearly, we take the 2-D
projection of Figure 7, as shown in Figures 8 and 9.
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Figure 7. Three objective optimal results.
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Figure 8. 2D projection of ∆Ts and sg from three objective optimal results.
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Figure 9. 2D projection of wpump and sg from three objective optimal results.
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From Figures 8 and 9, we can clearly observe that:
(1) The design state points, 6, 56, 196, 137, 265, 268, 271, are on the Pareto front of ∆Ts and sg
in Figure 8, and 168, 154, 210, 137 are very close to the Pareto front.
(2) The design state points, 6, 168, 154, 99, 199 are on the Pareto front of wpump and sg in
Figure 9, and 265, 271 are close to the Pareto front.
By analyzing the optimal results, we know that the optimal objective function, Ts,max is satisfied
very well in most of optimal cases, but the temperature uniformity, ∆Ts, is not. While ∆Ts is strictly
limited in our optimal design due to its special application requirement, we mostly focus on the
objective function of temperature uniform. We finally recommend some optimal structures for the
design of the stacked mini-channel heat sink, and they are 271, 154 and 168. The details of these three
points are listed in Table 3. Figures 10 and 11 show the numerical calculation results for state point 271.
Table 3. Detail information of chosen state points.
Number
271
154
168

h
[×10−3 m]
4.8
4.8
4.7

w
[×10−3 m]
0.6
0.6
0.6

n
50
70
70

∆Ts
[K]
1.935
2.211
2.283

sg
−1

−1

[J·kg ·K ]
2.446
2.446
2.445

wpump
[×10−2 W]
9.05
6.402
6.559

a2
[×10−3 m]
1.20
0.77
0.77

Ly
[×10−3 m]
12.6
12.6
12.5

Figure 10. Cross-sectional temperature contour at x = Lx/2 for state point 271.
K
320e+02
319e+02
319e+02
318e+02
317e+02
317e+02
316e+02
315e+02
314e+02
314e+02
313e+02

Figure 11. Cross-sectional velocity contour at x = Lx/2 for state point 271.
m/s
0.325
0.293
0.260
0.228
0.195
0.163
0.130
0.0976
0.0651
0.0325
0

Figures 10 and 11 show the cross-sectional temperature and velocity contour at x = Lx/2 for state
point 271. From the two figures, we can observe that:
(1) In Figure 10, ∆Ts = 1.935 K, so the temperature uniformity requirement on the heat source
surface can be satisfied very well.
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(2) The max temperature exists at the middle of the heat source surface due to the double-channel
cooling channel arrangement.
(3) The flow temperature at the outlet is 317 K, and it is far less than 333 K.
(4) In the Figure 11, the flow velocity can quickly reach its uniform velocity after a very short
distance from the inlet, so the flow can be assumed as a fully developed laminar flow at the
most positions.
5. Conclusions

For the stacked mini-channel heat sink structure cooled by a small quantity of coolant, a multiple
optimal design was studied in this paper in order to achieve a good temperature uniformity over its
heat sink surface. In this thermal design, the objective functions were chosen as ∆Ts, sg, Ts,max and
wpump, and the optimal design variables were the mini-channel geometries. To use the entropy
generation minimization method, we deduced the entropy generation in the stacked mini-channel
heat sink. MOGA was used to minimize multiple objective functions subject to constraints. The
Pareto-optimal solutions were obtained for global optimization by using MOGA and Fluent solver
together, and then the Pareto front was located.
By analyzing the preliminary optimal results, we can know that there is a linear relationship
between Ts,max and sg. This linear relationship indicates they have a same effect on the optimal
process, so we just focus on discussing three objective optimal functions, ∆Ts, sg, and wpump. By
using MOGA, we obtain the Pareto front of these three objectives. The multiple optimal results are a
set, not a single value. If mostly focusing on the temperature uniformity, we can recommend some
optimal structures to design the stacked mini-channel heat sink. The finally recommended structures
are the state points of 271, 154 and 168.
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